Shiv Nadar University secures top position at Sportech, IIT Delhi

Shiv Nadar University sports contingent witnessed remarkable performance at “Sportech”, the annual sports fest of IIT Delhi. The boys teams of Table Tennis and Lawn Tennis secured the gold while the girls basketball and badminton teams bagged the Silver medal. TT girls finished third and the badminton boys secured the fourth place. In the overall standing the team secured the first position.

The highlight of the tournament was SNU basketball Girls team’s remarkable debut. The team has been formed recently and defeated MNIT Jaipur, Amity University and Delhi Technical University to the final match. In the finals too they gave a tough fight to IIT Delhi and secured the second position.

Sportech saw SNU encounter the host team IIT Delhi and others including SRM University, Amity University, Chitkara University, MNIT, NSIT, DTU, JNU, ITM- Gurgaon, Jaypee, IIT Kanpur and IIT Jodhpur.